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Warning level mismatches
InaTEWS categories:
Both models are used to 
determine warning levels for 
identical sources
Small variations of the EWH 
can lead to a mismatch of the 
warning level
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EWH correlation 0.8576 0.91898
ETA correlation 0.9410 0.94768
Mw 8.0
EWH correlation 0.89876 0.95222
ETA correlation 0.94236 0.95046
Mw 8.4
EWH correlation 0.87141 0.95171
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Study ongoing - Conclusions so far
Overall	consistency	of	warning	products,	especially	for	
low	magnitudes	very	small	discrepancies	
Improvements	of	the	consistency	in	the	system	are	
possible	
Due	to	the	vast	range	of	the	bathymetry	sefngs	
implica4ons	of	adjustments	are	diverse	
Absolute	agreement	is	not	achievable	by	deﬁni4on,	
nevertheless	studies	like	this	may	help	to	reduce	
varia4ons	to	the	minimum
In	presenta4on	NH-A214	
on	Thursday	by	Antonia	
Immerz	et	al.	more	on	the	
tsunami	database
